PLATO’S “ANALYTIC SYSTEM”
IN ARISTOTLE’S CRITICAL ACCOUNT

Summary

Ancient Platonists and Aristotelians considered the heuristic method of reasoning to first principles as “analysis.” It was derived from Greek geometrical practice. Plato’s theory of first principles, as we reconstruct it following Aristotle, postulated such an “analytic system.” In this system both sensible things and mathematical objects, ideas and eidetic numbers are gradually reduced to the same principles ($\text{Ev} - \mu\varepsilon\gamma\varepsilon\alpha - \mu\nu\varepsilon\rho\nu\nu\nu$). In the reversal order, from the principles are genetically elicited eidetic numbers and through them numbers, mathematical objects, and sensible things. This is a great analytical system that in fact has a mathematical structure. It transcends the physical explanation of the Timaios and is a broad translation of the nature of things.
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